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preserve the traditional framework of society, and an
aggressive and progressive middle class bent on establishing
its ascendancy. The issues at stake in the Civil War were
not only those of the Crown versus Parliament and of the
Established Church versus Nonconformity, but of a com-
munity conducting its economic functions on a disciplined
if confined basis versus the entrepreneur following a lonely
furrow. In all ages the collision between authority and
individualism has been a symbol of human progress and
unrest; and the significance of the Great Rebellion lies in
the all-important fact that it was a revolt against authority
—not alone political and religious but also economic 1. The
triumph of the Roundheads destroyed ' prerogative govern-
ment ' and a national church; and simultaneously it destroyed
a society in which enterprise and initiative were fettered by a
network of restrictions. The eclipse of the Tudor and Early
Stuart regime was destined to usher in an era of economic
freedom not less than an era of constitutional and religious
freedom.
Whatever may be our view of the religious and con-
stitutional issues which set at variance the monarchy smd
the nation, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that in
economic affairs the former was constrained to adopt a
conservative attitude. Particular features of its policy may
be condemned, but in so far as it aimed at the conservation
of the social fabric it was in harmony with tradition. Much
of the criticism levelled against the earlier mercantilist
statesmen is vitiated by the implied assumption that they
were presented with a blank sheet, on which they could
inscribe any kind of programme in disregard of the psy-
chology and immemorial practices of the community for
which they legislated2: in a word, it lacks the sense of
1	In this connexion the close association of the Dissenters with trade
and industry is significant.   Those who broke away from authority in the
religious sphere would be more inclined to take up an independent attitude
in the economic sphere.    Freedom is a thing of the spirit, and the intimate
relation between its different forms of expression—political, religious and
economic—is not accidental.
2	One main reason why a political revolution generally fails to achieve
fundamental changes in the economic system is that the same men usually
continue to work the administrative machinery, and their mentality clings
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